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This book includes reflexive pronoun, passive “se”, reflexive “se”, and reflexive verbs. Indirect or
direct object pronoun can be attached to infinitive, gerund, and imperative. Yet, at the same time,
they can be placed before the conjugated verbs.
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PRONOUN INTRODUCTION INTRODUCTION Pronoun, which represents a noun, is
probably one of the most difficult Spanish parts of speechfor foreigners.Passive voice in English
can be expressed with passive “se” in Spanish. Indefinite pronouns, which can also be used as
adjective when placed before a noun, are morelikely to be used as the subject of a sentence,
also as the object of a verb or a preposition. “PRONOUN” has many sub-sections - reflexive
pronoun, indefinite pronoun, relative pronoun,demonstrative pronoun, possessive pronoun,
interrogative words, indirect object pronoun,direct object pronoun, impersonal “se”, passive “se”,
reflexive “se”, pronominal “se”, subjectpronoun.See Table of Contents for “PRONOUN”. In
Spanish, a noun cannot be indirect object pronoun, that’s why you see so many
redundantindirect object pronouns. “Salomón/Juan” is a proper noun, preposition “a” is required
to stitchthe indirect object to the verb, which is called the object of the preposition “a”, and the
indirectobject pronoun “le” is redundant. The placement of the redundant object pronoun helps
make itclearer which noun is the subject in the sentence - “Jehová” in the first example below
and “la beca”in the second example below. redundant “le” = “a Salomón”Jehová se le apareció
a SalomónJehovah appeared to Solomon                  redundant “le” = a Juanla beca
se le concede a Juanthe scholarship is granted to Juan

                 In English, we use the same pronouns for both direct and indirect object -
him/her/them/you/us.In Spanish, both types of object pronouns are the same except in the third
person, ie., lo and losfor direct object pronoun and le and les for indirect object pronoun. A
diversion. In the above illustrated example, we are talking about indirect object pronoun.Personal
“a” is required when the direct object is referring to specific person(s). However it will notaffect its
classification as a transitive verb. Personal “a” becomes a part of the direct object “Amy”in the
English translation, and needs not be translated. “Amy/Peter” is the name of a specific person,
personal “a” is required. escuché a AmyI heard Amy     Estamos buscando a Peter.We are
looking for Peter.                  Indirect or direct object pronoun can be attached to
infinitive, gerund, and imperative. Yet, atthe same time, they can be placed before the
conjugated verb. Separate section is devoted to me lo, nos lo, os lo, se le, se me, se os, se te,
se lo, and te lo.Don’t be overwhelmed. Read the example at leisure, and go back to them from
time to time. Learnthe order you should place the indirect or direct object pronoun, which order
appear at thebeginning of each sub-section for repeated registry-- reflexive and passive
pronoun, indirectobject pronoun, direct object pronoun lo, la, los, las, me, te, nos os, me, te, nos
os follows(goes last). Before you realize, you have already mastered the most confusing part of
pronoun.The examples shown do not indicate my preference, but to help someone to recognize
the possibleusage of various Spanish pronouns and the order of placing those pronouns.



Placing aredundant pronoun helps make it clearer which noun is the subject of the verb or to
provideemphasis. However with global influence, the requirement of redundant indirect object
pronoun ordirect object pronoun might be relaxed. 

Order of placing pronoun:reflexive or passive pronoun, indirect object pronoun, direct object
pronoun lo, la, los, las,me, te, nos os follows (goes last). A reflexive pronoun is used in a
sentence when the subject and object is the same person.Reflexive pronouns are used when
the subject of a sentence is acting on itself. Verbsused with reflexive pronouns are known either
as reflexive verb, reciprocal or pronominalverb. A reflexive pronoun, which sometimes needs not
be directly translated, agreeswith the verb in gender and persons. When the pronoun is not in
same person and gender with the verb, you can tell it is either atransitive or intransitive verb, not
used as a reflexive or pronominal verb. Pronominal verbsmust be conjugated with or
accompanied by a reflexive pronoun, which always agrees with thesubject in gender and in
person. Pronominal verbs are verbs that need reflexive pronouns since the subject performing
the actionof the verb is the same as the object being acted upon. Something does something to
itself maysound strange to English ears. Pronominal verb must be conjugated and accompanied
by areflexive pronoun, which always agrees with the subject in gender and in person.
Reflexivepronouns are often placed before the conjugated verbs or attached to the infinitive,
gerund, and/or imperatives. Some reflexive pronouns, e.g. me, te, nos, and os can also be used
as directand/or indirect object pronouns. Pronoun “se” has the most versatile uses, including the
use ofconstructing a passive voice sentence, which I call passive “se”. “Se” can be either
singular orplural as well as masculine or feminine. Indirect object pronouns “le, les” are changed
to “se”to avoid pronouncing two “L’s” Many pronominal verbs are reflexive verbs which indicate
that the subject of the verb is performingthe action upon himself, herself, yourself, ourselves,
themselves, and yourselves. Reflexive verbsmay also have to do with either parts of the body,
state of mind, or clothing. Some pronominalverbs can be used both reflexively and reciprocally,
equivalent to “each other” in English, which arecalled reciprocal verbs. Some pronominal verbs
change meaning from non-pronominal verbswhen used reflexively, such verbs may be called
idiomatic pronominal verbs. There is no otherway but to memorize such changes, because they
are unique to Spanish. Often the reflexivepronoun accompanied an idiomatic pronominal verb is
not directly translated in English. Thesame is true when the reflexive pronoun is used to add
emphasis. A section called “Reflexive verbs” is prepared for the readers so that they can have a
feel ofdifference when the verb is used reflexively.  

A transitive verbs with a direct object, when it is used also as a reflexive verb, then in the
Englishtranslation we often have possessive adjective. Let us examine the following illustrated
example.What pronoun is “me”? Reflexive pronoun, translated as “mine”. The reflexive pronoun
is infirst person, singular, agrees with the verb “quito”, and placed before the conjugated
verb. me quito el sombreroI take off my hat       In the illustrated example below, reflexive



pronoun is used, because the subject is acting on itself. me corté el pelo reflexive verb(I) cut my
hair( )       Nos despedimos el uno al otro. reciprocal verbWe say goodbye to each other.  
     tú no te respetas reflexive verbyou do not respect yourself      ellos deben respetarse
a sí mismos reflexive verbthey must respect themselves        se golpean el uno a otro
reciprocal verb(they) are hitting each other(  )      “comunicarse” is other example of verbs
which is a reciprocal verb. “Verse” and“conocerse” can be a pronominal verb, reciprocal verb
and/or reflexive verb. They all canbe used as transitive verb or intransitive verb. 

Se ve rodeada de amigos. reflexive verbShe see herself surrounded by friends.         
  reflexive “se” reflexive pronoun “me”subject pronoun “yo” is embedded in the verb
“equivoqué”. subject objectse equivocó la suma me equivoqué la fechathe sum was wrong I got
the date wrong          When there is an agreement between the the conjugated verb and
the pronoun in genderand persons, think of “reflexive pronoun - se, me, te, nos, or os”, one can
say it ischanged to subject or not translated, then the next step will be easier, “lo, la, los, or las” is
directobject pronoun. For example, ¿me lo escuché personalmente?did I hear it personally? 
      ?        ? ¿te lo escuchaste personalmente?did you hear it personally?        ?  
     ? When there is no agreement between the the conjugated verb and the pronoun in
genderand persons, think of “passive pronoun - se”, then “le, les, me, te, nos, or os” is
indirectobject pronoun, which can change to subject in a passive voice sentence or translated to/
for/on us/him/her/you/them/me in an active voice sentence, and direct object pronoun - me/him/
her/you/us/

them. Please notice in English, direct object pronoun and indirect object pronoun are
thesame. No se nos permite recibir visitantes.We are not allowed to receive visitors.        
             se os disciplina por conducta inapropiadayou are disciplined for improper
behavior                          No se les deben obligar a alejarse del complejo de
apartamentos.They should not be forced to move away from the apartment complex.         
                  redundant “les” = A los empleadosjoven A los empleados se les ofrece
vacaciones pagadas.Employees are offered paid vacations.                    nunca nos
lo contasteyou never told it to us                     

nos la traen acá y nosotros la compramos(they) bring it to us here and we buy it(  )         , (
 )    (  )         , (  )     votaron en contra de las dos resoluciones que se les habían
propuestothey voted against the two resolutions that had been proposed to them            
                   The more difficult I guess is when “se” is neither reflexive or passive
pronoun, but coming(changed) from “le, or les - indirect object pronoun”, and then “lo, la, los, or
las” is direct objectpronoun; as in the illustrated examples below. ind. obj pron. le changed to se
= a su maridose lo contó a su maridoShe told it to her husband                ind. obj pron.
le changed to se to avoid two L’sse lo habían declaradothey had declared it to him            



     ind. obj pron. redundant “le” changed to “se” to avoid two L’sSe lo explicaré al
investigador.I shall explain it to the investigator.                         

By this kind of reasoning, you have learned most of the confusing pronouns - me lo, nos lo, os
lo,se le, se me, se os, se te, se lo, and/or te lo. Then go to each section, and do more reasoning
andobservation. Practice makes perfect.     

REFLEXIVE PRONOUN singular pluralfirst person both gender me nos second person both
gender te os third person both gender seand number A reflexive pronoun is used in a sentence
when the subject and object is the same person.Reflexive pronouns are used when the subject
of a sentence is acting on itself. Verbsused with reflexive pronouns are known either as reflexive
verb, reciprocal or pronominalverb. A reflexive pronoun, which sometimes needs not be directly
translated, agreeswith the verb in gender and persons. Pronominal verbs are verbs that need
reflexive pronouns since the subject performing the actionof the verb is the same as the object
being acted upon. Something does something to itself maysound strange to English ears.
Pronominal verb must be conjugated and accompanied by areflexive pronoun, which always
agrees with the subject in gender and in person. Reflexivepronouns are often placed before the
conjugated verbs or attached to the infinitive, gerund, and/or imperatives. Some reflexive
pronouns, e.g. me, te, nos, and os can also be used as directand/or indirect object pronouns.
Pronoun “se” has the most versatile uses, including the use ofconstructing a passive voice
sentence, which I call passive “se”. “Se” can be either singular orplural as well as masculine or
feminine. Indirect object pronouns “le, les” are changed to “se”to avoid pronouncing two
“L’s” Many pronominal verbs are reflexive verbs which indicate that the subject of the verb is
performingthe action upon himself, herself, yourself, ourselves, themselves, and yourselves.
Reflexive verbsmay also have to do with either parts of the body, state of mind, or clothing. Some
pronominalverbs can be used both reflexively and reciprocally, equivalent to “each other” in
English, which arecalled reciprocal verbs. Some pronominal verbs change meaning from non-
pronominal verbswhen used reflexively, such verbs may be called idiomatic pronominal verbs.
There is no otherway but to memorize such changes, because they are unique to Spanish. Often
the reflexive

pronoun accompanied an idiomatic pronominal verb is not directly translated in English.
Thesame is true when the reflexive pronoun is used to add emphasis. This section mainly
shows reflexive pronouns in first and second person. Reflexive pronounsin third person are
shown in a separate section called ‘REFLEXIVE “SE”’. Pronominal or reflexive verbs, in the
examples in this section, must be conjugated with oraccompanied by a reflexive pronoun, which
always agrees with the subject in gender and inperson. Let us examine the following illustrated
example. What pronoun is “me”? Reflexive pronoun,translated as “mine”. It cannot be an indirect
pronoun, the recipient of the action of the verb,because the pronoun is in first person, singular,



agrees with the verb “quito”, and placed before theconjugated verb. me quito el sombreroI take
off my hat       Please remember when the subject performs the action on someone else, it
is eithertransitive or intransitive verb, not reflexive verb, even though the same pronoun isused.
In my humble opinion, it is easier and more efficient for most of us to learn howto use these
verbs, in stead of focusing on what verbs they are called. Of course, theterminology can refresh
our memories of how to use these verbs. Frequent andrepeated registry surely help. For certain
verbs like comer, beber, and tomar, they can either be used with or without reflexivepronouns.
Most of Spanish speakers would more likely to use the one with reflexive pronouns.Questioning
why this is so is useless because it is unique in Spanish. In the following illustrated example,
reflexive pronoun is not used, because the subject and object isnot the same person, it is a
transitive verb.  corté su pelo transitive verb(I) cut his/her hair

SPANISH PRONOUN 2 Traditional shein, SPANISH PRONOUN 2 Traditional sonic, SPANISH
PRONOUN 2 Traditional Spotify, SPANISH PRONOUN 2 Traditional spectrum, SPANISH
PRONOUN 2 Traditional Starbucks, SPANISH PRONOUN 2 Stranger Things, SPANISH
PRONOUN 2 shein, SPANISH PRONOUN 2 sonic, SPANISH PRONOUN 2 Spotify, SPANISH
PRONOUN 2 Southwest Airlines, SPANISH PRONOUN 2 speed test, SPANISH PRONOUN 2
spotify pie, SPANISH PRONOUN 2 spectrum, SPANISH PRONOUN 2 Sams Club, SPANISH
PRONOUN 2 Starbucks
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